Finishing Clay Projects the Air Dry Way

Finishing tips are on video in every one of our free video projects. Click the link in the menu bar to the left. Choose a project and fast forward to the drying and painting section. Visit our YouTube Channel (youtube.com/theclayteacher) for more clay projects, videos, and tips.

When the projects have been completed, place them all together on a flat surface and lightly cover them with the plastic sheet provided over night to allow them to “equalize”. (This just means the moisture content in all the big and little pieces reaches the same level.) The next day uncover them for about 4 hours, then cover them again through the second night. After that they must be left open to completely dry. Before you paint make sure the clay is dry. It will change from dark grey to light grey, almost white. When the project has turned colour all over, it is time to paint. It is very important they are completely dry so if in doubt wait another day or two. When they are completely dry it is time to paint!

PAINTING AIR DRY PROJECTS. (This same technique works very well on fired clay projects)

PAINT THE BOTTOMS FIRST

We suggest painting be a “team” activity with students working in pairs for the initial paint applications. One student can hold a project so its bottom is facing up and the other student can apply paint. The paint dries rapidly so the student can hold the project for a few minutes before setting it down on the paper. Once all the bottoms are done then the students can work on their own. Acrylic paint will wash off of hands but may not wash out of clothing. Wear your painting clothes or a smock (a garbage bag with holes cut in it works fine!)

PLEASE NOTE- As an option The Clay Teacher offers six paint pot strips with a quality reusable brush for $1.50 per set. Also two ounce bottles of acrylic paints for $2.00 each , 16 ounce bottles for $10.00 each, in popular colours. (Paints made in U.S.A.)Choose one colour to paint the project in two stages as described next, and when it is dry, you can decorate and accentuate in different colours. For example, when painting a Christmas, winter, or arctic scene, paint the entire piece white and then add red and green trim. (Any acrylic paint will work just fine)

A good second choice for paint is tempera or poster paint.

Follow the same painting instructions and be sure to apply The Clay Teacher paint on low odour gloss finish as the final step. Allow to thoroughly dry before handling.

Apply two coats of paint to the bottom and up the sides a bit, allow to dry, turn the project over and with the dry bottom side down, apply two coats to the top. The acrylic paint will soak into the clay. It is better to use more paint than less.

ALL SURFACES MUST BE GENEROUSLY COVERED

If a piece of the sculpture should come loose there are two ways of reattaching it. The number one method is to use paint as glue, put a blob between the pieces and stick! You can also use a glue gun, however you must paint both surfaces, allow to dry, then glue gun them together. After the glue sets, paint again. PLEASE NOTE Glue will stick to painted surfaces but NOT to the bare clay surface.
When painting a Christmas, winter, or arctic scene, paint the entire piece white and then add red and green trim.

In all cases, when the paint is dry, use The Clay Teacher paint on sealant/finish provided. Additional sealant may be purchased for $2.00 per 2 ounce bottle. You may also use spray on Krylon® Low Odour Clear Gloss Sealant. (It may be purchased from The Clay Teacher for $7.50 per can. It is also available at Canadian Tire® and Michaels®)

The sealant is low odour, meaning it does have a bit of an odour, however it is not harsh at all and dissipates quickly.

When applying the sealant, as with the paint, seal the bottom first. Allow the bottom to completely dry, for a minimum of at least one hour, then seal the top. If the sealant sticks to the paper and removes some paint revealing the clay, simply reapply the paint to the spot and spot seal it again.

Want to make your own finish coat? Use Deco-art® “Triple Thick” and thin it with water. (1 part water to 2 parts Triple Thick. It paints on mush easier, dries faster, and goes farther!)